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"As-Samee"

The One Who hears everything perfectly - even the quietest and secret. He hears the
thoughts, the whispers, the secrets and understands completely every language and
meaning conveyed. As-Samee’ hears and pays attention to the voice of every single

person, and He is able to distinguish each one perfectly from any others.

ِميُع ٱْلس�

Reflection: When we know that someone is a great listener when we have problems,
it makes it likely that we will seek them out, even if they don’t have any power to

change our situation, simply because of the fact that they listen. Yet subhanAllah,
Allah is as-Samee’ – the All-Hearing - And He is al-Qadeer who has power over all
things and full ability to change your situation too! Shouldn’t we run to As-Samee

every time we have a problem?  

AFFIRMATIONS

I am deeply grateful to Allah,
as-Samee’ for... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AYAT

"I have total certainty in my belief that Allah, as-Samee’ hears and answers
every single duaa in the best way for me. He hears my cries and comforts

me; He hears my dreams and grants them. He hears even the whispers and
pays attention to my every call to Him."
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Living with this Name: Aside from not holding back in duaa and knowing with certainty that
the Lord of the World is listening to You, there is another important practical impact of knowing
that Allaah is As-Samee': no conversation, complaint, ridicule, mockery or backbiting of others

goes unnoticed too. 

Being mindful of the fact that Allah hears everything that we say, let us embody the principle of
“speaking good or remaining silent” - let us keep ourselves from humiliating ourselves with Allah

by not speaking badly of others (except of course in cases where truth and justice is being
sought) and by being of those who honor those in our lives and not try to debase them. 

ACTION POINTS

Where in your life have you already
experienced this name, as-Samee’? Where
has your duaa been answered, perhaps in

an unexpected circumstance? 

Where in your life can you live with this
name, as-Samee’ more?

Where or with whom could you benefit
from being more mindful of what you say?

DUAS

What duaa will you ask Allah for, using His
name as-Samee’?
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